New evaluation method by microfocus radiograph CT for 3D assessment of internal adaptation of all-ceramic crowns.
The aim of this study was to evaluate the effectiveness of the microfocus radiograph CT system in examining the adaptation of all-ceramic crowns three-dimensionally and non-destructively. The computed tomograms of the crown and abutment model were filmed by microfocus radiograph CT. Using a volumetric rendering software, images of gaps were extracted and reconstructed three-dimensionally, and their volume data analyzed. In order to compare this method with the conventional method, fitness test silicone paste was sandwiched between the abutment and all-ceramic crown. Adaptation of the crown on the abutment model was then observed non-destructively and three-dimensionally. Furthermore, the gaps could be analyzed in any arbitrary position. Concerning mean gap thickness, there was significant differences between the two measurement methods. However, it was very slight. We therefore concluded that the microfocus radiograph CT system is well positioned to be an extremely effective method in examining the adaptation of all-ceramic crowns.